The dynamics of lexical diffusion.
Data, methods, models.

Workshop
LMU Munich
28–30 June, 2017

Wednesday, 28 June
(Leopoldstr. 13, Raum 1210, 2nd floor)

16.00 Welcome
16.45 Approaching lexical innovation in earlier English
   Terttu Nevalainen
18.00 Welcome reception

Thursday, 29 June
(Seidlvilla, Nikolaiplatz 1B)

09.00 The Logoscope: A Semi-Automatic Tool for Detecting and Documenting the Context of French New Words
   Christophe Gérard
09.45 Detection and Life-cycles Tracking of Neologisms: Experiments in the Neoveille Project
   Emmanuel Cartier
10.30 The NeoCrawler: When frugalista meets bankster
   Jelena Prokić
11.15 Coffee break
11.45 Geographical patterns of lexical innovation
   Jack Grieve
12.30 Exploring markers of lexical conventionalization in live monitor corpora  
   *Piotr Pęzik*

13.15 Lunch break

14.30 Negativity and Lexical Innovation  
   *William Hamilton*

15.15 Metacomments and metasignals – what can they tell us and how do they affect conventionalization?  
   *Jan Svanlund*

16.00 Posters & coffee

17.00 Modelling the propagation of a linguistic innovation  
   *(until 18.00)*  
   *Richard Blythe*

19.00 Conference dinner

---

**Friday, 30 June**  
*Seidlvilla, Nikolaiplatz 1B*

09.00 Lexical Blending in an Integrated Usage-based Theory of Word Formation  
   *Suzanne Kemmer*

09.45 Social embedding of neologisms in early English correspondence  
   *Tanja Säily and Eetu Mäkelä*

10.30 Coffee break

11.15 Closing discussion *(until 12 pm)*